KUGLANJE
SUPER LIGA SRBIJE
MUŠKARCI 2013/2014 11 KOLO

CRVENA ZVEZDA 2 6 NIŠ PUT
JUHAS Sasa 587 2 0 1 2 636 ILIĆ Duško
KOVAČIĆ Igor 682 4 1 0 0 606 VEKIĆ Goran
ANĐELOVIĆ Iv 595 1 0 1 3 644 TRIFUNOVIĆ Dej.
SUZIĆ Ljubiša 596 0 0 1 4 643 TROŠIĆ Ivan
VUKELIĆ Dragan 563 3 1 0 1 549 DINIĆ Bojan
KEREČKI Jovan 557 1 0 1 3 614 MARKOVIĆ Darko

3580 11 0 2 13 3692

SENTA VISA PROM 0 8 METALAC
MESAROŠ 508 0 0 1 4 559 PAUNOVIĆ Miloš
SABO Gabor 572 1,5 0 1 2,5 587 RADOVIĆ Velibor
FEKETE Laslo 552 1 0 1 3 555 RADOJIČIĆ Miloš
RAC SABO Žolt 509 0 0 1 4 576 JAGLIĆIĆ Uroš
ERNJESI Norbert 530 2 0 1 2 546 PETROVIĆ Slav.
LENDEL Attila 513 1 0 1 3 557 ČALUKOVIĆ G.

3184 5,5 0 2 18,5 3360

CAR LAZAR 3 5 PARTIZAN
DRAMIČANIN Bo 541 1 0 1 3 553 POLIĆ Stanko
VIDOVEVIĆ Dob 528 1 0 1 3 540 OBRADOVIĆ Noj
DRAMIČANIN St. 522 0 0 1 4 579 POPOVIĆ Stefan
BUKVA Goran 579 3 1 0 1 536 JANKOVIĆ Jovica
ZDRAVIĆ Ljubiša 548 2 1 0 2 536 PUACA Dušan
JEVTIĆ Vladimir 541 3 1 0 1 528 MATIJAŠ Nikola

3259 10 0 2 14 3272

SUDIJA: Ostoja Milan

VODOVOD KG 4 4 KORDUN
MARINKOVIĆ Ma 516 1 0 1 3 582 KURTES Ranko
MILINKOVIĆ Al. 567 3 1 0 1 553 PRUGINIĆ Dejan
VUKSANOVIĆ Dr 584 3 1 0 1 559 BLAGOJEVIĆ Ne.
BORĐEVIC Vlada 548 3 1 0 1 536 ŠUŠILOVIĆ Dra.
PANTIĆ Milanov 597 2 1 0 2 577 JOVETIĆ Milan
JOKSIMOVIĆ Ma 521 1 0 1 3 561 TRKULJA Milan

3333 13 0 2 11 3368

SUDIJA: PAUNOVIĆ Miloš

SLEDEĆE KOLO 08. i 09. februar
NIŠ PUT BEograd
NIŠ PUT BANJICA
NIŠ PUT BANJICA
NIŠ PUT BANJICA
NIŠ PUT BANJICA

Najbolja šestorka u kolu

682 KOVAČIĆ Igor CRVENA ZVEZDA BANJICA

3825

KROVCI Igor
TRIFUNOVIĆ Dej.
TROŠIĆ Ivan
ILIĆ Duško
MARKOVIĆ Darko
VEKIĆ Goran

TA B E L A

| 1 | BEograd | 10 | 9 | 1 | 0 | 70,5 : 9,5 | 19 |
| 2 | NIŠ PUT | 11 | 9 | 0 | 2 | 61 : 27 | 18 |
| 3 | PARTIZAN | 11 | 7 | 0 | 4 | 54,5 : 33,5 | 14 |
| 4 | METALAC | 11 | 7 | 0 | 4 | 45 : 43 | 14 |
| 5 | CRVENA ZVEZDA | 11 | 5 | 2 | 4 | 47 : 41 | 12 |
| 6 | KORDUN | 11 | 5 | 1 | 5 | 38,5 : 49,5 | 11 |
| 7 | VODOVOD KG | 11 | 3 | 3 | 5 | 43 : 45 | 9 |
| 8 | CAR LAZAR | 11 | 2 | 2 | 7 | 31,5 : 56,5 | 6 |
| 9 | SENTA VISA PROM | 11 | 2 | 1 | 8 | 25 : 63 | 5 |
| 10 | BANAT | 10 | 0 | 0 | 10 | 16 : 64 | 0 |